98 toyota camry fuel pump relay location

The fuel pump is the key component in sending the fuel from the tank to the engine. If you need
to replace the fuel pump in a Toyota Camry, the pump unit is located inside the fuel tank directly
below the rear passenger seats. You need to remove the seats from inside the car. Once they
are removed the pump is easily accessible by opening a covered hole right above the tank.
Unlike similar pump units, this assembly is modular, so you only need to replace the pump if
the rest of the unit is still in good condition. De-pressurize the Camry's fuel system. Disconnect
the battery's negative cable. Detach the rear seat from the car. Lift up the front edge of the seat
bottom cushion, disconnect the mounting bolt underneath and remove the cushion. Pull up the
seat back locks, flip the seat backs down and remove the mounting bolts. Disconnect the fuel
line and electrical connectors from the fuel pump unit. Remove the retaining bolts and withdraw
the unit carefully out of the fuel tank. Release the clips on the fuel pump assembly's plastic
support with a screwdriver to remove the support. Then pull off the rubber isolator, remove the
fuel sock filter and disconnect the electrical connector from the top of the assembly. You can
now withdraw the fuel pump from the housing. Connect the new fuel pump into place on the
assembly housing. Place the pump unit back within the fuel tank and reattach the bolts.
Reconnect the electrical connectors and the fuel line. Reattach the rear seats. Pressurize the
Camry's fuel system by turning the ignition on for a couple of seconds. Then turn it off for ten
and repeat this five to ten times. Step 1 De-pressurize the Camry's fuel system. Step 2 Detach
the rear seat from the car. Step 4 Disconnect the fuel line and electrical connectors from the fuel
pump unit. Step 5 Release the clips on the fuel pump assembly's plastic support with a
screwdriver to remove the support. Step 6 Connect the new fuel pump into place on the
assembly housing. Step 7 Place the pump unit back within the fuel tank and reattach the bolts.
Reelin68 answered 5 years ago. The relay is located behind the glove box. You'll have to remove
it, inside and all. Then you should see a pack of three relays just above the glove box opening. It
will be the middle one. TJmerc answered 5 years ago. Car dead while driving I checked the fuel
pump not humming so I towed it home. Checked voltage to pump none, so I found the relay
thanks to you , Also upon further inspection found that timing belt broke question! Does the
pick up coils have anything to do with the voltage running to fuel pump relay? I know that the
relay is designed to come on for 3secs then shut off but don't it energize when the car is
cranking? Not sure about that. You may have to get online and find a wiring diagram. But on
just a guess, I would say that you will have no power until the timing belt is replaced. If the
timing belt is broken, then the rotor isn't turning which means neither is the distributor, hence
no power. Your relay is just energized through the ignition. So all you should need is a good
battery. Schmidtdog answered 4 years ago. Reelin68 answered 4 years ago. Schmidtdog, Check
under the dash on the left side. GuruM93Q answered 3 years ago. Reelin68 answered 3 years
ago. Guru5RMTK answered 3 years ago. Where In the fuse box under the hood is the fuel pump
relay located on a Toyota Camry. GuruCS answered 2 years ago. GuruLLJQ9 answered about a
year ago. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does
not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your
Answer:. Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Toyota Camry question.
Sell Your Car Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Toyota Camry
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used
Cars for Sale. Im trying to determine if I located the correct relay for the fuel pump , does
anyone know Exactly where the fuel pump relay is located? I have a camry se 2. I found a relay
under the hood in fuse box it's a 5 pin relay , I looked up the part number from the relay on
google and fuel pump relay information pops up so I believe this is the one just dont want to
pay 45 for another one if it's not that relay. Any help would be appreciated.. Tony answered 2
years ago. It is located under the hood Lift the cover of this FR Box and look at the underside of
said cover. If not indicated Testing this The best way to see if you have power to the FP If the
green wire is hot when the engine is cranking Juniorman answered 2 years ago. Why is it that
on a Toyota parts page it was showing the 2 relay under the hood was associated with the fuel
pump? This is or was the reason I pulled that relay to see if it was no good. What's strange is
that the car has been doing this for a few weeks but then the guy from the garage came by and
he said it started so I picked it up and it started and then wouldn't start again and then a few
days later it started again and now it wont start , almost as its random could a relay do this as
maybe its faulty or do they just crap out? COPN relay is still in question Call a Toyota
dealership and ask if they have a Fp relay in stock and how much. Ask them if its a regular relay
Be advised Get back with results. GuruX8X29 answered 2 years ago. On a Camry there is a row
of four relays, one of which is the fuel pump relay, located in the underhood junction box. They
are integrated inside a black plastic case that when unlatched can be slid out. Theres too many

forums saying well I think it here or I th How do you determine if the fuel pump is bad. My
daughter's Camry will turn over fine but not even attempt to fire. Other suggestions said to
check the fuel pump next. Do I pull an injector to check I have a different car. Content submitted
by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should
not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus
Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies.
Camry fuel pump relay. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Toyota Camry question. Sell Your Car Yourself With a
simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Toyota Camry Questions. CarGurus Experts.
Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. Click to see full
answer Then, where is the fuel pump relay on a Toyota Camry? The fuel pump relay is located
under the fuse box cover in the engine compartment next to the battery running back to the air
filter housing. The relay is identified on a label on the under side of the fuse box cover.
Furthermore, where is the fuel pump located on a Toyota Camry? If you need to replace the fuel
pump in a Toyota Camry , the pump unit is located inside the fuel tank directly below the rear
passenger seats. You need to remove the seats from inside the car. Once they are removed the
pump is easily accessible by opening a covered hole right above the tank. The fuel pump relay
is an electronic component that is found on virtually all vehicles equipped with an internal
combustion engine. It is often found in the fuse box located in the engine bay and functions as
the primary electronic switch that controls power to the fuel pump. The relay is located behind
the glove box. You'll have to remove it, inside and all. Then you should see a pack of three
relays just above the glove box opening. It will be the middle one. The ignition relay is normally
found in the fuse box situated underneath the hood and it transfers electricity from the battery
to the ignition components, which allows you to start the car in the blink of an eye. What Toyota
has apparently done over the last few years is to change this relay into an electronic device.
Fuel pump is located in the gas tank on your vehicle. You are sure? Fuel pumps are usually in
the gas tank. The only thing accessible through the back seat is the float assembly. This switch
shuts off the fuel pump in the event of a collision. Once the switch has been tripped, it must be
reset manually in order to start the engine. The inertia switch is located on the toe-board, to the
right of the transmission hump, in the passenger-side footwell. Locate the Fuel Pump Relay
Usually, the fuse box is situated on the far right of the engine bay, near the battery. Where Is the
Fuel Pump Fuse? Locating and identifying fuses may not be as easy as it sounds. Most
automotive manufacturers have standard fuse locations. The power distribution boxes and fuse
panels are generally located under the hood and under the dashboard, which makes finding
their locations fairly easy. Even if your relay is working, it may not function continuously. If this
is the case, the pump relay can probably start your car , but it will fail to supply the power your
vehicle needs to keep going. A bad fuel pump relay will cut the power to your car and stall the
engine while you are driving. In most cases, the primary symptom is a check engine light. High
Mileage. Long Starting Time. Car dies while driving. Silent Fuel Pump Noise. Push the button on
the inertial switch; it should be clearly marked as the fuel pump reset, and may be in a
contrasting color to the case. Listen for a click when the relay is energized. Check the energized
condition of the relay contacts. Use a digital multimeter DMM to test the resistance between
each pole of the relay and the corresponding NC and NO contacts for that pole. All NC contacts
should read infinite resistance to the corresponding pole. The main relay is basically a switch
that turns the fuel pump on. If the relay fails, the fuel pump won't turn on and there won't be any
fuel pressure to check. If the relay is good and fuel pump is bad, then there will be no fuel
pressure to check either. Of the two, the relay is much easier to get to. This component is a
separate unit that monitors voltage going to the pump , and when it senses anything out of
preset parameters, it illuminates the MIL in the instrument cluster. Most are located on the frame
rail near the spare tire. It supplies power to the EFI system from the battery. Try cleaning the
fuse , and the contacts again, and really well. Chances are its all corroded. Remove the fuel
pump relay , which is a cube-shaped object that connects with prongs like an electrical plug.
Disconnect the plug-in and fuse , if needed to the relay to remove it. If the
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relay is within the box, pry it out carefully with the help of a flathead screwdriver. I believe it
works with your fuel pump relay to shut off fuel when the engine is not running. Where is the
fuel pump relay on a Toyota Camry? Category: automotive road side assistance. Where is relay
located? Where is the fuel pump on a Toyota Camry? Where is the fuel pump located on a
Toyota Camry? Where is the fuel pump reset button? Where is the fuel pump fuse located?

Locate the Fuel Pump Relay. Where is the fuel fuse? Will a car run with a bad fuel pump relay?
How do I know if my fuel pump relay is bad? How to tell if fuel pump relay is bad 6 Signs. How
do I reset my fuel pump? Locate your car's inertial trigger or airbag control module. How do you
check if a relay is bad? Is it the fuel pump or the relay? Where is the fuel pump control module
located? What is the EFI fuse? How do you remove a fuel pump relay fuse? What is C OPN
relay? What does the EFI main relay do? Similar Asks. Popular Asks.

